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Abstract
In this paper presenting a design of a Generic and Newton Raphson Algorithm
for floating point ALU based on IEEE 754 standard. Each of Addition,
subtraction and multiplication modules were designed using a generic
algorithm and Newton Raphson algorithm is used in division module to
optimize the power, area and to operate at maximum frequency. ALU module
is further divided into sub-modules and top down approach is used for each of
the modules that have two inputs. Hardware description language Verilog is
used to design the proposed ALU architecture and it is tested on Cadence tool
with RTL compiler.
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INTRODUCTION
In the present technology, precision on a value plays an important role in most of
application like digital signal processing. So, Floating point [1] is used to measure
more precise quantity value. In this paper proposed design is performing the operation
on single precision (32-bit) floating point number to achieve higher accuracy which is
required in signal computation application. The aim is to have lesser area in the
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design of ALU architecture. This can be achieved by using hardware description
language (HDL) [2] VHDL and verilog. In the present technology use of HDL during
development of integrated circuits will also characterize the performance of whole
circuit with respect to speed and area. Generic algorithm is used for addition,
subtraction, multiplication and Newton Raphson algorithm for division reduces the
power consumption and increases the speed in the ALU unit. In the applications of
high speed floating point unit FPGAs are widely used. Therefore, the Arithmetic
Logic Unit (ALU) should be evaluated to address a various issue and their refinement
about floating point numbers. ALU is a fundamental building block of central
processing unit [3] that handles arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division etc and logical operations. ALU that performs operation on
floating-point operands are called Floating point processor unit.

ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of single precision floating point arithmetic logic unit using generic
and Newton Raphson algorithm is shown in below fig 1. Fractional parts of numbers
are adjusted by two pre normalization units. The first pre-normalize block is used for
add and subtract operation, the other pre-normalize block for multiply and divide
operation.
Floating point 32-bit single precision format using IEEE 754 standard is shown in fig
1.2. It has
Sign bit on MSB which is 1-bit, exponent of 8-bits and 24–bits of mantissa on LSB
which is also called as significand precision.

Figure 1: ALU Architecture
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Figure 2 : Single Precision Format

The ALU supports the following mode.

Table 1.1: ALU Supporting modes
rm mode

Rounding Mode

0

Round to nearest even

1

Round to Zero

2

Round to +INF (UP)

3

Round to -INF (DOWN)

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The main objective of this paper is to design single precision floating point ALU
using the generic algorithm [4] for addition, subtraction, multiplication and Newton
Raphson algorithm for division using Verilog code. And to simulate the each module
test bench and to evaluate by measuring area and power.
1. Addition / Subtraction:
While computing two 32-bit floating point numbers to perform addition operation,
there are two possibilities that may occur.
i. If both operands are same sign, their MSB bit could be either ‘1’ or ‘0’ (positive or
negative)
ii. When both operands are of different sign that is MSB of one operand is ‘1’
(positive) and other is ‘0’ (negative).
Firstly, need to check the sign of two numbers. If the sign of both numbers are
different, then perform two's complement for the MSB number having '1'. Later
addition operation to be performed on both numbers. Algorithm followed to perform
addition and subtraction is shown in fig 3.
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2. Multiplication
First step is to normalize the two numbers using IEEE 754 standard. Multiply the
significant (mantissa). Next is to add two exponent value and sign bit is determined
by performing ex-or operation on both MSB bits. Check for exception flags occurred
and determine if there is any overflow or underflow. Final result is obtained by
normalizing the mantissa. The algorithm used for the multiplication is shown below
fig 4.

Figure 3: Generic algorithm flowchart for 32-bit (single precision) point
Adder/Subtractor
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Figure 4: Generic algorithm flowchart for 32-bit (single floating precision) floating
point Multiplier

Division
Newton Raphson algorithm is used to perform the division operation. Where iterative
process is used to calculate the multiplicative inverse and the final quotient value is
computed by multiplying the dividend with calculated multiplicative inverse. In this
division algorithm minimal of maximal error can be achieved by scaling the divisor
(D) in the interval (0.5, 1). Shift operation is used to scale the divisor. To obtain a
accurate result greater number of iteration are to be performed. The Newton Raphson
algorithms will rapidly converges the required data for computing a single iteration.
Hence, additional operations like subtraction and multiplication needed to perform the
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continues iteration process. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of division.

Figure 5: Newton Raphson algorithm flowchart for 32-bit (single precision) floating
point Division
Divisor’s multiplicative inverse is calculated by using the equation (1), where Zi is
multiplicative
inverse at iteration i, as given below.
Zi+1 = Zi + Zi (1 − DZi) = Zi (2 – DZi)

(1)

SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
The generic algorithm for the addition, subtraction and multiplication module where
developed using Verilog. Observed, there is a less power consumption by using
generic algorithm for addition, subtraction and multiplication module. Screenshots for
the each module operation results are attached below and each module codes are
executed using Cadence encounter RTL compiler. Observation mentioned in table
1.2.
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Figure 6: Generic Floating Point Schematic for Addition Module.

Figure 7: Simulation results for Generic Floating Point implementation of Addition
Module.
Table 1.2: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division results w.r.t area and
power
Operation
Addition

Area (Cell) Power (μW)
84090

22418.75

Subtraction 289907.88 29757.09
Multiplication 774223.35 24230.61
Division

889929

13333.39

Figure 8: Simulation results for Generic Floating Point implementation of
Subtraction Module.
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Figure 9: Generic Floating Point Schematic of Subtraction Module

Figure 10: Simulation results for Generic Floating Point implementation of
Multiplication Module.

Figure 11: Generic Floating Point Schematic for Multiplication Module

Figure 12: Simulation results for Division Module using Newton Raphson algorithm
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Figure 13: Schematic of Division Module using Newton Raphson algorithm

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
On the simulation of different modules of ALU operation a satisfactory results are
obtained while compared to theoretical expectation. Computation time can be
improved by using pipelining algorithm [5]. High computation speed is achieved by
using Newton Raphson algorithm[6] for division.
Similar kind of operation like square root and cube root can be achieved using
Newton-Raphson algorithm.
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